Telling Time: Minutes After

For times with minutes between :01 and :29, you can say the time as “minutes after” or “minutes past” the hour.

examples:  5:13  - thirteen minutes after five or thirteen minutes past five
            7:08  - eight minutes after seven or eight minutes past seven

Write each time in “minutes after” or “minutes past” form.

e. 12:17
f. 1:01
g. 3:08
h. 7:25
i. 10:13
j. 2:23
k. 5:06
ANSWER KEY

Telling Time: Minutes After

For times with minutes between :01 and :29, you can say the time as “minutes after” or “minutes past” the hour.

**examples:**

- **5:13** - thirteen minutes after five or thirteen minutes past five

- **7:08** - eight minutes after seven or eight minutes past seven

Write the time and say the time:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

- Thirteen minutes after ten or nineteen minutes past ten

j. 

- Twenty-three minutes after two or twenty-three minutes past two

k. 

- Six minutes after five or six minutes past five
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